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Loca3on	  free	  rou3ng	  

•  Loca3ons	  are	  not	  always	  available	  
– GPS	  is	  expensive	  
– GPS	  does	  not	  work	  everywhere	  

•  It	  is	  the	  rou3ng	  topic	  of	  more	  general	  
networks	  

•  We	  will	  study	  2	  methods	  of	  Landmark	  Based	  
rou3ng	  
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Landmark	  based	  rou3ng	  

•  What	  are	  landmarks?	  

•  Prominent	  objects	  that	  can	  be	  used	  to	  give	  
direc3ons	  

•  It	  is	  easy	  to	  walk	  toward	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
a	  landmark	  
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Landmarks	  in	  a	  network	  

•  Select	  some	  nodes	  to	  be	  landmarks	  
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Measure	  distances	  of	  Landmarks	  	  
to	  all	  nodes	  

•  From	  each	  landmark,	  send	  a	  
message	  to	  all	  its	  neighbors	  

•  A	  node	  that	  receives	  the	  
message,	  records	  distance	  to	  
the	  landmark,	  and	  sends	  to	  
other	  nodes	  (flooding)	  

•  At	  the	  end,	  all	  nodes	  know	  
their	  distance	  to	  all	  
landmarks	  
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Beacon	  Vector	  Rou3ng	  

•  A	  Heuris3c	  Rou3ng	  method	  
•  Create	  r	  landmarks	  
•  Every	  node	  knows	  its	  hop	  count	  to	  r	  different	  
landmarks	  

•  Use	  the	  distances	  to	  landmarks	  as	  
“coordinates”	  
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Beacon	  Vector	  Rou3ng	  

•  Some	  landmarks	  are	  closer	  to	  des3na3on	  d:	  

•  Others	  are	  closer	  to	  current	  node	  p:	  	  

•  We	  take	  a	  weighted	  distance:	  
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Packet fields Description
pkt.dst the destination’s unique identifier
pkt.P(dst) destination’s BVR position
pkt.!min !min

i seen, i ! 1, ..., k

Table 2: BVR packet header fields

to make routing decisions, so nodes periodically send a
local broadcast messages announcing their coordinates.

To route, we need a distance function !(p, d) on these
vectors that measures how good p would be as a next hop
to reach a destination d. The goal is to pick a function so
that using it to route greedily usually results in success-
ful packet delivery. The metric should favor neighbors
whose coordinates are more similar to the destination.
Minimizing the absolute difference component-wise is
the simplest such metric. The key piece of intuition driv-
ing our design is that it is more important to move to-
wards beacons than to move away from beacons. When
trying to match the destination’s coordinates, we move
towards a beacon when the destination is closer to the
beacon than the current node; we move away from a
beacon when the destination is further from the beacon
than the current node. Moving towards beacons is always
moving in the right direction, while moving away from a
beacon might be going in the wrong direction (in that the
destination might be on the other side of the beacon). To
embody this intuition, we use the following two sums:

!+
k (p, d) =

!

i!Ck(d)

max(pi " di, 0) and

!"k (p, d) =
!

i!Ck(d)

max(di " pi, 0),

where Ck(d) is the set of the k closest beacons to d. !+
k is

the sum of the differences for the beacons that are closer
to the destination d than to the current routing node p,
while !"k measures the sum of the distances to the far-
ther beacons. We choose the next hop that minimizes !+

k

and, when there is a tie, we break it by minimizing !"k .
In practice, we implement this by minimizing the sum
!k = A!+

k + !"k for some sufficiently large constant A.
In our implementation we use A = 10. In addition, !k

only considers the k closest beacons to d. This serves to
reduce the number of distance elements di that must be
carried in the packet, and is consistent with the idea of
moving towards close beacons.

To route to a destination dst, a packet has three header
fields, summarized in Table 2: (1) the destination’s
unique identifier, (2) it’s position P(dst) defined over
the beacons in Ck(dst), and (3) !min, a k-position vec-
tor where !min

i is the minimum ! that the packet has seen
so far using Ci(dst), the i closest beacons to dst. !min

i

can guarantee that the route will never loop.
Algorithm 1 lists the pseudo-code for BVR forward-

ing. The parameters are r, the total number of beacons,

Algorithm 1 BVR forwarding algorithm
BVR FORWARD(node curr, packet P )

// first update packet header
for (i = 1 to k) do

P.!min
i = min (P.!min

i , !i(curr, P.dst))

// try greedy forwarding first
for (i = k to 1) do

next # argminx!NBR(curr){!i(x, P.dst)}
if (!i(next, P.dst) < P.!min

i ) then
unicast P to next

//greedy failed, use fallback mode
fallback bcn # closest beacon to P.dst
if (fallback bcn != curr) then

unicast P to PARENT(fallback bcn)

//fallback failed, do scoped flood
broadcast P with scope P.P(dst)[fallback bcn]

and k $ r, the number of beacons that define a des-
tination’s position. Forwarding a message starts with a
greedy search for a neighbor that improves the minimum
distance we have seen so far. When forwarding the mes-
sage, the current node (denoted curr) chooses among its
neighbors the node next that minimizes the distance to
the destination. We start using the k closest beacons to
the destination, and if there is no improvement, we suc-
cessively drop beacons from the calculation.

In some situations greedy forward may fail, in that no
neighbor will improve on !min

i for any i. We use a ‘fall-
back’ mode to correct this. The intuition behind fallback
mode is that if a node cannot make progress towards
the destination itself, it can instead forward towards a
node that it knows is close to the destination and towards
which it does know how to make progress. The node for-
wards the packet towards the beacon closest to the desti-
nation; i.e., to its parent in the corresponding beacon tree.
The parent will forward as usual – first trying to forward
greedily and, failing to do so, using fallback mode.

A packet may ultimately reach the beacon closest to
the destination and still not be able to make greedy
progress. At this point, the root beacon initiates a scoped
flood to find the destination. Notice that the required
scope of the flood can be precisely determined – the dis-
tance in hops from the flooding beacon to the destina-
tion is determined from the destination’s position in the
packet header. While this ensures that packets can al-
ways reach their destination, flooding is an inherently
expensive operation and hence we want to minimize the
frequency with which it is performed, and also its scope.
Our results show both these numbers to be low.

Beacon Maintenance Sensor network nodes are prone
to failure and we must provide a mechanism to maintain

Packet fields Description
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pkt.P(dst) destination’s BVR position
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i seen, i ! 1, ..., k
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whose coordinates are more similar to the destination.
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To route to a destination dst, a packet has three header
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and k $ r, the number of beacons that define a des-
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mode is that if a node cannot make progress towards
the destination itself, it can instead forward towards a
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which it does know how to make progress. The node for-
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the destination and still not be able to make greedy
progress. At this point, the root beacon initiates a scoped
flood to find the destination. Notice that the required
scope of the flood can be precisely determined – the dis-
tance in hops from the flooding beacon to the destina-
tion is determined from the destination’s position in the
packet header. While this ensures that packets can al-
ways reach their destination, flooding is an inherently
expensive operation and hence we want to minimize the
frequency with which it is performed, and also its scope.
Our results show both these numbers to be low.
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frequency with which it is performed, and also its scope.
Our results show both these numbers to be low.
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can guarantee that the route will never loop.
Algorithm 1 lists the pseudo-code for BVR forward-

ing. The parameters are r, the total number of beacons,
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//fallback failed, do scoped flood
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and k $ r, the number of beacons that define a des-
tination’s position. Forwarding a message starts with a
greedy search for a neighbor that improves the minimum
distance we have seen so far. When forwarding the mes-
sage, the current node (denoted curr) chooses among its
neighbors the node next that minimizes the distance to
the destination. We start using the k closest beacons to
the destination, and if there is no improvement, we suc-
cessively drop beacons from the calculation.

In some situations greedy forward may fail, in that no
neighbor will improve on !min

i for any i. We use a ‘fall-
back’ mode to correct this. The intuition behind fallback
mode is that if a node cannot make progress towards
the destination itself, it can instead forward towards a
node that it knows is close to the destination and towards
which it does know how to make progress. The node for-
wards the packet towards the beacon closest to the desti-
nation; i.e., to its parent in the corresponding beacon tree.
The parent will forward as usual – first trying to forward
greedily and, failing to do so, using fallback mode.

A packet may ultimately reach the beacon closest to
the destination and still not be able to make greedy
progress. At this point, the root beacon initiates a scoped
flood to find the destination. Notice that the required
scope of the flood can be precisely determined – the dis-
tance in hops from the flooding beacon to the destina-
tion is determined from the destination’s position in the
packet header. While this ensures that packets can al-
ways reach their destination, flooding is an inherently
expensive operation and hence we want to minimize the
frequency with which it is performed, and also its scope.
Our results show both these numbers to be low.

Beacon Maintenance Sensor network nodes are prone
to failure and we must provide a mechanism to maintain



Beacon	  Vector	  Rou3ng	  

•  Idea	  :	  Moving	  	  toward	  a	  landmark	  is	  beMer	  
(more	  clearly	  defined)	  than	  moving	  away	  	  

•  Thus	  A	  is	  high	  weight,	  eg.	  10	  	  

•  Now	  we	  do	  greedy	  rou3ng	  with	  	  
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Fall	  back	  mode	  

•  Greedy	  rou3ng	  can	  s3ll	  get	  stuck	  
– When	  no	  landmark	  is	  closer	  to	  the	  des3na3on	  

•  Rescue	  ac3on:	  	  
– Send	  the	  message	  to	  the	  landmark	  nearest	  to	  the	  
des3na3on.	  

– This	  landmark	  performs	  a	  restricted	  flooding	  
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Simula3ons	  

•  Assume	  Unit	  disk	  graph	  with	  transmission	  
radius	  8	  units	  

•  3200	  nodes	  in	  200x200	  region	  

•  Ignore	  low	  level	  communica3on	  issues	  like	  
MAC	  layer,	  packet	  losses	  :	  simula3on	  on	  a	  
graph	  
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Success	  rates	  of	  greedy	  rou3ng	  
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Greedy	  success	  with	  density	  
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Rou3ng	  success	  with	  obstacles	  
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Rou3ng	  With	  Obstacles	  

•  Real	  networks	  have	  obstacles	  :	  holes	  
•  We	  want	  to	  route	  according	  to	  network	  
topology	  
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Rou3ng	  with	  obstacles	  

•  Face	  rou3ng	  tends	  to	  go	  along	  boundaries	  of	  
holes	  –	  these	  get	  overloaded	  



GLIDER	  

•  2	  level	  rou3ng	  
•  Top	  level:	  Global	  structure	  

– Where	  are	  the	  major	  holes	  :	  buildings,	  lakes	  etc	  
– Gives	  the	  main	  steps	  for	  rou3ng	  	  

•  BoMom	  level:	  local	  informa3on	  to	  execute	  the	  
steps	  given	  by	  the	  top	  level	  
– A	  local	  coordinate	  system	  where	  we	  can	  do	  
greedy	  rou3ng	  
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Assump3ons	  

•  The	  main	  topological	  features	  do	  not	  change:	  
– Nodes	  do	  not	  move	  
– Buildings	  and	  lakes	  do	  not	  move…	  
– So,	  once	  we	  have	  computed	  the	  top	  level	  
structure,	  we	  can	  report	  that	  to	  everyone	  for	  use	  

•  The	  top	  level	  is	  not	  too	  complex.	  	  
– Only	  large	  buildings	  produce	  major	  “holes”	  
– There	  cannot	  be	  too	  many	  large	  holes.	  
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Voronoi	  Decomposi3ons	  

•  Given	  a	  set	  of	  ver3ces	  in	  the	  plane,	  a	  voronoi	  
decomposi3on	  of	  the	  plane	  has	  cells	  such	  that	  
all	  the	  points	  in	  a	  cell	  are	  closest	  to	  the	  same	  
vertex	  
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Delaunay	  graph	  

•  Dual	  of	  the	  Voronoi	  decomposi3on:	  if	  Voronoi	  
cells	  a	  and	  b	  are	  adjacent,	  then	  Delaunay	  
graph	  has	  edge	  ab.	  
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Glider	  :	  Voronoi	  and	  Delaunay	  on	  the	  
network	  graph	  

•  Select	  some	  landmarks	  
•  Flood	  from	  the	  
landmarks	  

•  Each	  node	  knows	  the	  
distance	  to	  each	  
landmark	  
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Construct	  the	  Voronoi	  Diagram	  
•  A	  node	  knows	  its	  closest	  
landmark:	  its	  the	  Voronoi	  
cell	  

•  Some	  sensors	  have	  2	  
closest	  landmarks:	  these	  
are	  on	  boundary	  

•  Note:	  flooding	  does	  not	  
need	  to	  go	  to	  all	  nodes,	  
just	  up	  to	  neighboring	  
cell.	  
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Construct	  the	  Delaunay	  graph	  

•  If	  Voronoi	  cells	  of	  
landmarks	  a	  and	  b	  share	  a	  
boundary	  node,	  then	  ab	  
is	  an	  edge	  in	  Delaunay	  

•  “Holes”	  in	  the	  network	  
become	  holes	  in	  the	  
Combinatorial	  Delunay	  
graph	  

•  CDT	  is	  flooded	  to	  en3re	  
network	  
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Glider	  Coordinates	  
•  A	  node	  knows	  distances	  to	  neighboring	  
landmarks.	  Coordinate:	  (d1,	  d2,	  …,	  dk	  )	  
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Glider	  Rou3ng	  

•  Inter	  3le	  rou3ng	  
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Rou3ng	  within	  a	  3le	  
•  How	  to	  route	  in	  the	  
right	  direc3on	  inside	  a	  
3le?	  	  

	  
•  A	  node	  only	  knows	  hop	  
counts	  to	  home	  and	  
neighboring	  landmarks	  
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Centered	  Landmark	  distances	  and	  
greedy	  rou3ng	  

•  Reference	  landmarks:	  L0,…Lk	  
	  
•  Let	  s	  =	  mean(pL02,…pLk2)	  
•  Local	  virtual	  coordinates:	  

–  C(p)=(pL02	  –	  s,…pLk2	  –	  s	  )	  
–  Centered	  Metric	  

•  Distance	  func3on:	  
–  d(p,	  q)	  =	  |c(p)	  –	  c(q)|2	  

•  Do	  greedy	  rou3ng	  using	  d(p,	  q)	  as	  distance.	  
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Why	  Centered	  distance?	  

•  Theorem:	  
•  In	  the	  con3nuous	  
Euclidean	  metric,	  Greedy	  
rou3ng	  always	  succeeds	  
using	  centered	  distance	  
measure,	  if	  there	  are	  at	  
least	  3	  non-‐collinear	  
landmarks	  
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Success	  rate	  of	  greedy	  rou3ng	  

•  The	  Inter	  3le	  rou3ng	  always	  works	  
•  Greedy	  rou3ng	  on	  centered	  distance	  may	  fail	  

– The	  final	  step	  in	  rou3ng	  is	  the	  problem	  

•  Experiments:	  generally	  work	  well	  in	  high	  
densi3es	  
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Path	  length	  and	  load	  balancing	  
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Fault	  tolerance	  

•  Landmark	  failure:	  
– Does	  not	  affect	  rou3ng,	  since	  the	  rou3ng	  process	  
does	  not	  actually	  use	  landmarks	  

•  Change	  in	  Delaunay	  graph:	  
– Requires	  compu3ng	  new	  graph	  and	  sending	  to	  
everyone	  

– Happens	  only	  when	  there	  is	  major	  change	  in	  the	  
network.	  
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The	  advantages	  of	  landmark	  methods	  

•  Use	  the	  metric	  of	  the	  graph	  
•  Does	  not	  depend	  on	  plane	  geometry	  
•  Works	  in	  3D	  
•  Works	  on	  any	  network	  graph	  
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•  Project	  Ideas	  will	  be	  given	  in	  class	  on	  27/10	  or	  
1/11	  

•  No	  class	  on	  3/11,	  8/11	  and	  10/11	  
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